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Kinetics of helium self-trapping in metals
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A kinetic model, based upon rate theory, is presented which provides a quantitative
description of the processes leading to the self-trapping of helium introduced into metal lat-
tices either by tritium decay or by sub-damage-threshold ion implantation. The model
makes use of previously published binding energies of helium, vacancies, and self-
interstitials to each other. A coupled set of diffusion and rate equations allowing for the
diffusion of helium interstitials, vacancies, and tritium atoms and the trapping of helium,
vacancies, and self-interstitials in clusters is solved with the use of methods applicable to
those stiff equations. The results are compared with the tritium decay experiments of Tho-
mas, Swansiger, and Baskes and the low-energy implantation experiments of Thomas and
Bastasx. The model provides the necessary link between these experiments and the atomis-
tic theory.

I. INTRODUCTION

Very recently, the concept of self-trapping of heli-
um in metals was proposed' and experimentally
verified by low-energy ion implantation. These
atomistic calculations form the basis of a model
which is capable of explaining the well-known ob-
servation that helium, however introduced into a
metal lattice, will remain trapped in the lattice until
thermally desorbed at very high temperatures. In
addition, the atomistic calculations are the first to
verify the proposed mutation process of helium-
filled single vacancies into multiple vacancies.

The calculations of the trapping of helium atoms
in nickel (and capper) show that the helium atoms
energetically prefer to cluster rather than remain as
isolated interstitials. This clustering leads to the
formation of near Frenkel pairs (lattice atoms spon-
taneously pushed into nearby interstitial sites) which
themselves cluster into self-interstitial "loops."
These loops substantially increase the binding energy
of the helium atom to the cluster. Binding energies
of helium, vacancies, and self-interstitial atoms as a
function of cluster size were obtained yielding an
atomistic explanation of the fact that helium, even
in low concentrations, remains trapped in a meta1
lattice undergoing thermal desorption until very
high temperatures are reached. Static atomistic cal-
culations by themselves, however, do not provide the
necessary kinetic description involving the compet-
ing process of migration and trapping of defects, nor
do they provide the details of the growth and di-
minution of clusters as a function of temperature. It
is this description that is provided here. This kinetic
model thus provides the necessary link between the

atomistic theory, ' the tritium decay measure-
ments, and the low-energy implantation results.

In Sec. II the model is described and the govern-
ing equations are presented. The model is applied to
both tritium decay experiments and low-energy im-
plantation experiments. These calculations are
presented in Sec. III which also contains a discus-
sion of the results. Section IV contains a summary.

II. RATE PROCESSES

A. Rate equations

In order to model He release from solids contain-
ing tritium it is necessary to know the time and spa-
tial variation of the tritium which produces He in
the lattice by the p decay process:
T~ He+ p +v. The p particle has an average
energy of 5.6 keV and an end-point energy of 18
keV, which is too low to produce lattice damage in a
metal. (The antineutrino v is required for spin con-
servation but has no importance to us in this work. )
The He atom is thus "implanted" in the lattice in
the absence of damage with an —1-eV recoil energy
which is easily dissipated into lattice phonons or
may result in a helium jump. In a one-dimensional
model, the concentration of tritium in the lattice Cr
is described below:

where A. is the tritium decay constant, D~ the triti-
um diffusion coefficient (2.3 &( 10 exp[( —0.41
eV)lkT] cm sec ' for Ni) from Ref. 9, t the time,
and x the spatial variable, measured from the sam-
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pie surface.
The helium atoms produced from either the triti-

um decay (or low-energy implantation at a rate G}
are allowed to diffuse interstitially with a coefficient
DH„and, as stated above, may cluster and spontane-
ously form vacancies (at a critical number of helium
atoms), which the helium immediately occupies.
The concentration of interstitial helium CH, is
therefore growing via the detrapping of helium from
clusters (i,j) of concentration C~j (containing i va-
cancies and j helium atoms} and diminishing via the
capture of interstitial helium by such clusters:

ac„, a ac„,
DH, +A,cr+G

at ax ax
J

Ny NH

g (vgj cgj j]g~j CH~cgj. ) (2)
i =Oj =0

where the viJ' and p,J-' are detrapping and capture
coefficients defined below, and N] and NH, are the
maximum numbers of vacancies and helium atoms
allowed in the clusters (i,j), resp]x;tively. We em-
phasize that these vacancies are produced by the

I

Nv Nv

+ g g (vgqcgj p—gjc,] C,j),
i =Oj =0

(3)

where the first term describes the (spatially depen-
dent) diffusion of vacancies with coefficient D]
(taken to be 10 exp[( —1.3 eV)/kTJ for Ni with an
assumed preexponential and the activation energy
taken from Ref. 10}. The first term inside the sum
mation represents the increase in isolated vacancy
concentration via detrapping of vacancies from the
clusters and the second term describes the loss of
lattice vacancies through capture by a cluster (i,j)

The clusters (i,j) in our model are not allowed to
diffuse over the temperature region considered here.
They can, however, grow and diminish in size by a
number of processes leading to a set of equations,

self-trapping process, that is, by the forces due to
clustered helium and not by radiation damage.

In a similar manner, the isolated vacancy concen-
tration Cv is changing with time according to

r

ac] a ac]
at ax ' ax

&V NHe~CiJ He He V V= g g [(vgj+]+Cgj+]—vgj Cgj}+(vg+]jcg+]J vgjcgj)+—(vg ]jcg V
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He He V V+(pgj ] gj ] pgj Cgj )CHC + (ftg ]j g ]j ]ugjcgj )Cp] (4)

The first term describes helium detrapping from a
cluster containing j+ 1 helium atoms (resulting in
the formation of a cluster of j helium atoms) and
also helium detrapping from a cluster containing j
helium atoms (resulting in the loss of a cluster of j
helium atoms). Similarly the next terms describe va-
cancy detrapping, self-interstitial detrapping, helium
capture, and vacancy capture. Note that to avoid
the additional complexity of interstitial growth,
self-interstitial capture or migration is not allowed
explicitly in the model, but the physical picture in-
volves the detrapping of the "punched-out" self-
interstitials and their retrapping at interstitial loops
in the near vicinity of the cluster. '

The detrapping constants v,J used in the above
equations are given by the following expressions:

vij vOJ (&)

v . —E,.~/kT
viJ =voie i

I E I/kT
v,j——voe

where vo is an attempt frequency (taken to be 10'3

sec '), k is the Boltzmann constant, r is the tem-

I

perature, and the E,J are the detrapping energies of a
helium, vacancy, or self-interstitial from a cluster
(i,j) containing i vacancies and j helium atoms.

The capture constants pfJ for x=He, V are given
by

pij =Dggnig g (ao}

where ao is the diffusion jump distance for defect x
(here we use 2.5 A) and n;~ is the number of trapping
sites for defect x to a cluster (i,j). For simplicity, an
average value of ngj of 10 was employed.

These equations represent discrete atomistic pro-
cesses for clusters containing a manageable number
of vacancies and helium atoms (N] -2, NH, -20).
Clusters are, however, allowed to grow larger by
helium capture at unsaturable traps. That is, al-
though vacancy capture and self-interstitial emission
by a cluster of N] vacancies are not allowed, helium
capture by a cluster of NH, helium atoms is allowed

by considering this defect to be an unsaturable trap
for helium. Thus capture of a helium atom by this
trap simply results in an increase in the average
number of helium atoms per unsaturable trap. The
concentration of unsaturable traps, C;N, is deter-

He
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where the first term results from the formation of
new unsaturable traps and the second from helium
capture by unsaturable traps.

The total number of partial differential equations
(PDE) is equal to (N~+1)(NH, +2). Three equa-
tions [Eqs. (1)—(3)] result from the diffusing species,
tritium, helium, and vacancies; an additional
(Ny+1)(NH, + 1)—3 equations result from discrete
clusters [Eq. (4)]; and (Nz+1) equations are neces-
sary to describe the unsaturable traps [Eq. (9)]. For
no initial tritium, helium, or vacancies in the solid,
we have

Cg ——CH, ——Cy ——C,J ——0,
n; =NHe

(10)

The boundary conditions for the diffusing species
(tritium, helium, and vacancies) at the surfaces
(x, =O, l) are given by

Cr(x„t)=Sr VP(t),

CH, (xg, t) =0,
Erv jkT(, t)f

Cv(x, t)=&

(12)

(13)

(14)

where P(t) is the tritium gas pressure, Sr the triti-
um solubility (3.7X10 exp[( —0.16 eV/k?] T/Ni
for Ni from Ref. 9) at one atmosphere pressure, and

Ejt the vacancy formation energy (1.6 eV for Ni
from Ref. 10}.

mined through helium capture by the discrete trap
of NH, —1 helium atoms. That is, each time a trap
with NH, —1 helium atoms captures a helium atom,
an unsaturable trap is formed. The average number
of helium atoms per unsaturable trap n; is given by

t}(n;C;~„) BC;~„
He Hc+He +I iN ~iN CHe }

in the spatial dimension only by diffusion, banded
solution methods allow a simultaneous solution of
the entire system of equations rather than the itera-
tive method used previously. "' An alternative
Monte Carlo procedure has been used to solve a
similar set of rate equations for the case of helium
bubble growth from damage produced from radia-
tion. ' This method does not, however, allow con-
sideration of explicit spatial dependence.

The results presented here represent solutions for
up to 100 spatial mesh points, a maximum of two
explicit vacancies per cluster, and a maximum of 20
explicit helium atoms per cluster, leading to a sys-
tem of up to 6600 differential equations. Variation
of the number of mesh points, maximum vacancies
per clusters, or maximum helium atoms per cluster
did not lead to any significant differences in the
clustering behavior reported below.

The detrapping energies E;J used in the calcula-
tions were taken as the sum of the binding energies
of our previous work' plus the activation energy for
motion. The experimental value' of 0.15 eV for Ni
was used for the activation energy for self-
interstitial motion. It is recognized, of course, that
atomistic binding energy calculations are no more
accurate than a few tenths of an electron volt. Ow-

ing to the large number of binding energies, it was
not possible to determine the sensitivity to each of
these energies. Since the activation energy for heli-
um motion has not been determined directly, the
sensitivity of our calculations to this energy is inves-
tigated below. Furthermore, we are using this vari-
ation of the He interstitial migration energy as a
measure of the sensitivity of the calculations in a
general sense.

III. APPLICATION OF THE KINETIC
MODEL

A. Tritium decay

B. Method of calculation

The set of (Nz+1)(NH, +2) PDE's [Eqs. (1}—(4)
and (9)] with initial conditions [Eqs. (10) and (11)]
and boundary conditions [Eqs. (12)—(14)] are solved
numerically using methods similar to those we have
previously presented. "' Briefly, the spatial depen-
dence is discretized into N nonuniform mesh points
resulting in a system of N(Nq+ l)(NH, +2) ordi-
nary differential equations. By nature of the diversi-

ty of the time constants of the myriad of processes
included, this system of equations is numerically
stiff. Thus it is necessary to use methods appropri-
ate to integrating such stiff systems, e.g., the Gear
method. ' Since the system of equations is coupled

The kinetic model presented above, with calculat-
ed binding energies, ' has been applied to the low-
temperature He desorption experiments of Thomas,
Swansiger, and Baskes. Because of the unexpected-
ly small quantities of He released below room tem-
perature, the early measurements of Thomas et al.
involved many changes in the experimental pro-
cedure to ensure that the release was not dominated
by surface effects—that indeed the observations
were of the release of He from the sample. For our
purposes, we have "approximated" the experimental
conditions as follows: (1) Soak sample (125-Lum Ni
foil} at 500 K in 1 atm T2 for 1200 sec; (2) cool to
100 K at 5 K/sec; (3) remove T2 and hold at 300 K
for 30 min; (4) age at 100 K for 1—5 weeks; (5) heat
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to 300 K at 10 K/min.
Experimental sample-to-sample variation of these

conditions can lead to different 'He desorption spec-
tra (positions of the peaks, etc.) and to differences of
the order of (1—2% in the quantity of He re-
tained. Calculations of the effect of these varia-
tions show similar behavior. The fundamental fact
we are concerned with, however, that only a few per-
cent of the He generated is released during the
desorption step (5), is unchanged by these variations.
Because He (and H) are mobile as interstitials in
Ni at temperature of the order of 200 K or below,
the complex time-temperature history of the samples
(necessitated by experimental constraints) yields a
nonuniform 3He profile at the start of desorption
[step (5)]. This profile is shown in Fig. 1 for an ag-
ing time of 5 weeks at 100 K leading to a calculated
He concentration at the sample center of 0.5 ppm.

The surface is depleted of He largely because of the
diffusion of T2 out of the sample during steps (2)
and (3). In the calculation the activation energy for
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helium migration was taken to be 0.3 eV with a
pre-exponential Do for 10 cm sec ' (this value of
Do is used throughout this paper). It is important to
note that the details of this profile near the surface
depend upon the precise experimental conditions
during steps (2) and (3). That is, the cooling rate
and the length of time the sample is held at room
temperature before aging can affect the ~He profile
before desorption. As stated above, this can affect
the details of the He release but not the fact that
most of the 3He is retained. Also shown in Fig. 1 is
the calculated helium profile after desorption [step
(5)]. It is readily seen that the helium released dur-

ing the warm up to room temperature comes from
the near-surface region (about the first 1—2 pm).

Another source of uncertainty lies in the calcula-
tions themselves, specifically in the determination of
the helium interstitial activation energy. Variations
of -0.2 eV in the calculated migration energy
(0.4—0.6 eV) have been reported" ' while analysis
of experimental He desorption yields a migration
energy of -0.35 eV. Recent measurements indicate
the He migration energy may be as low as 0.1 eV. '

To investigate the senstivity of the present calcula-
tions to this energy, the percentage of He retained
[based on the total He generated at liquid-nitrogen
(I.N) temperatures: step (4)] during the linear ramp
heating of step (5) is shown in Fig. 2 as a function of
the activation energy for helium migration. The ag-
ing time used in this set of calculations was chosen
so that the He concentration at the center of the Ni
foil was 0.1 ppm (1 week). In the entire range of ac-
tivation energies considered here (between 0.2 and
0.50 eV), nearly total retention is found consistent
with experiments.
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FIG. 1. Concentration of He as a function of distance
from the surface following a 5-week aging at 100 K after
the standard tritium decay steps (1)—(3) in the text. The
curve labeled "after heating" includes a warming stage at
10 K/min to 300 K. Note that the 'He that is released

upon heating comes from the near-surface region.

FIG. 2. Percent He retained and temperature where
the maximum release rate occurs during heating as a
function of the activation energy for helium diffusion.
Above an activation energy of 0.4 eV the maximum
release rate occurs at 300 K where the heating is terminat-
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The slight dip in the calculated release of helium
as a function of activation energy may be explained
as follows: When the activation energy is low (high
He-interstitial mobility), the helium can easily mi-

grate to other helium atoms and cluster at low tem-
peratures. This clustering, therefore, traps the heli-
um atoms so they cannot migrate to the surface and
be released. At somewhat higher activation ener-

gies, the helium mobility is reduced and clustering is
ddayed until higher temperatures. Some helium is,
therefore, able to be released from the weakest traps
[Heq clusters are only bound by Ez 0.2 e—V—(Ref. 1)]
increasing the He-interstitial concentration and
hence the probability of release when migration tem-
peratures are achieved. At the highest activation en-

ergies, the mobility of helium is directly reduced and
the release fraction falls to zero (total retention).

Also shown in Fig. 2 is the calculated temperature
at which the maximum He desorption occurs as a
function of activation energy. For activation ener-

gies above -0.4 eV there is no peak, i.e., the max-
imum desorption rate occurs at 300 K, the highest
temperature achieved upon heating. Since experi-
ment' shows one or two peaks below room tempera-
ture (140—220 K), only activation energies (0.35
eV are consistent with the peak location.

To illustrate the evolution of helium self-trapping,
the fraction of helium atoms (relative to the amount
of He generated during the LN aging phase of the
experiment) residing in the various size clusters is
shown in Fig. 3 as a function of the desorption tem-
perature achieved during the heating, step (5}. The
results are shown in a cumulative fashion such that
the fraction of helium in a cluster (i,j) is displayed
by the extent of the region labeled (ij) For ex.am-
ple, in Fig. 3 at 180 K, 40% of the helium is present
as isolated interstitials (0,1), 20% of the helium is
present as dihelium clusters (0,2), 20% as (0,3), 11%
as (0,4), and the remainder as larger clusters. The
calculations presented in Fig. 3 had an initial 3He

concentration of 0.5 ppm at the sample center. The
cluster-size distribution for the O. l-ppm case is
essentially the same.

Figure 3 shows the clustering behavior at a point
located at the sample center. According to the cal-
culations, at low temperatures, essentially all of the
He exists there as isolated interstitials. As the sam-

ple is heated, first clusters of two helium atoms, and
later three and more helium atoms form due to the
onset of He mobility. Between 200 and 240 K,
after the isolated interstitial helium atoms have all
been trapped and the temperature is still low enough
to inhibit detrapping, the cluster distribution
remains fixed. Above -240 K, the first self-
interstitial detrapping begins; that is, the cluster
He5V~I~ or (0,5)~ transforms into He, V or (1,5), by
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FIG. 3. Distribution 3He in the various clusters as a
function of sample temperature during heating for a point
located at the sample center. The fraction of helium in a
cluster (i,j) with i vacancies and j helium atoms is
displayed by the extent of the region labeled (i,j). The
clusters (i,j)* contain an unspecified numbers of near
Frenkel pairs.

releasing the self-interstitial component of the near
Frenkel pair. ' By the time room temperature is
reached in the desorption process, -25% of the
helium generated at the sample center during the ag-
ing phase is contained in clusters associated with
this type of defect. The helium associated with a
Heq V cluster is very deeply trapped (-1.35 eV).'

Figure 4 shows the different behavior which oc-
curs near the sample surface. Here, at a depth of
-1 JMm, the 3He again starts out as isolated intersti-
tial at LN temperature. Beginning at —160 K,
when the He first becomes mobile, clusters of two
helium atoms form. However, due to the lower He
concentration (see Fig. 1) near the surface (that is, a
lower cross section for He capture) combined with
the close proximity to the surface (fewer number of
jumps necessary to reach the surface), a large frac-
tion of the helium reaches the surface rather than
becoming trapped in larger clusters. The growth of
the H5V~I~ or (0,5}~ clusters [to He6V~I~ or (0,6)~]
by helium capture (220—240 K) results in a very
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small concentration of (0,5)» clusters by 240 K.
Thus, the self-interstitial emission seen in Fig. 3 is
not nearly as prevalent as in the bulk (Fig. 4}. As
discussed above for the case of trapping at the sam-

ple center, at temperatures above -240 K when the
isolated helium interstitials have all been either
released or trapped, the cluster distribution stabi-
lizes. Note that about 80% of the helium initially
present at this mean-surface depth is released by
room temperature (still & 1% of the total He) and,
as above, essentially all of the remaining He exists
as small (7—15 helium atoms} clusters.

We may summarize our calculations of the triti-
um decay experiments as follows: (1) In agreement
with experiment only a few percent of the helium
generated at low temperatures is released upon heat-
ing to room temperature, (2) this helium is deeply
trapped in small clusters formed by the self-trapping
process, and (3} these results are insensitive to the
parameter variations we have tried.

(Q,7F
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FIG. 4. Distribution in He in the various clusters as a
function of sample temperature during heating for a point
located near the surface (-1-pm depth). The fraction of
helium in a cluster (i,j) with i vacancies and j helium
atoms is displayed by the extent of the region labeled (i,j).
The clusters (i,j)*contain an unspecified number of near
Frenkel pairs.

TABLE I. Comparison of the binding energies of small

helium clusters in nickel and gold. Note the similar bind-

ing of He2 in both materials and the increase in binding

with number of helium atoms.

Cluster
Binding energy (eV)

Nickel Gold

He2 (~He+ He)
He3 (~He2+ He)

0.22
0.64

0.19
0.46

As a second example of the applicability of this
kinetic model, we have considered the low-energy
»He implantation experiments of Thomas and Bas-
tasz. Briefly, their experiments involve implanta-
tion of thin gold foils with 300 eV He at both 100
and 300 K with subsequent observation (at 300 K)
of the foils using transmission electron microscopy.
The helium atoms have insufficient energy to pro-
duce radiation damage in the gold foil. Even so, the
low-temperature implantation resulted in -10-A
cavities at a density of 4X10' cm plus a higher
density of larger interstitial loops in the absence of
radiation damage. The room-temperature implanta-
tion, on the other hand, resulted in no apparent heli-

um retention, and no observable features in the mi-

crographs.
These experiments were performed in gold while

our helium self-trapping calculations' were per-
formed for nickel. In our kinetics model, therefore,
we chose to use the helium self-trapping energetics
for nickel combined with the experimental condi-
tions for gold. That this is reasonable for these two
fcc materials was shown by our calculation of the
binding of small helium clusters in gold (see Table
I}. We find the results do not differ markedly from
those in nickel. The experimental conditions used as
input to the model were as follows: implantation of
a 1000-A foil with 1.5)&10' He cm sec ' to a
fluence of 1 X 10' He cm [using a reflection coef-
ficient of 0.67 and the spatial distribution of 300-eV
He on Au (Ref. 20)], and then linear ramp heating

at 10 K/min to 300 K.
The calculations are found to be in complete

agreement with the central result of the experiments.
Independent of the helium migration energy as-
sumed (in the range 0.10—0.50 eV), essentially all of
the helium is retained for the case of low-
temperature implantation, but released during
room-temperature implantation. The explanation is
quite simple: At room temperature the helium sim-

ply diffuses out of the sample without encountering
another helium atom [just as it did near the surface
in the tritium decay experiments (Fig. 4)]. At low
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temperatures the helium mobility is so low that the
helium remains in the sample long enough to allow
the concentration of helium to build to a level suffi-
cient for self-trapping to occur upon heating.

It is interesting to examine the predicted size and
density of unsaturable traps (formed by the helium
self-trapping) as a function of implantation tempera-
ture. In Fig. 5 the predicted size and density of
traps in a sample implanted at 100 K and warmed
to 300 K, is shown as a function of helium intersti-
tial migration energy. [We are here again using this
quantity as a parameter to estimate the sensitivity of
the results to (a) the fact that the experiments are
done in Au and the binding energies calculated for
Ni, and (b) there are uncertainties in experimental
quantities such as the implantation temperature. ] A
bubble density of 4)&10' cm and size of -75
helium atoms per bubble (-10A) are comparable to
the cavities seen in gold. The detectability limit of
the microscope is in the 10-A range and it is difficu-
lt to assign a specific number of helium atoms to a
10-A cluster. We therefore chose to plot the calcu-
lated average density of "bubbles" having more than
50 He atoms in them and also the density of those
containing 100 or more He atoms in order to indi-
cate the range involved. The results are shown in
Fig. 5 where the cross-hatched area is arbitrarily
drawn between curves representing the 50 and 100
He atom visibility criteria. There is a cutoff as the
He activation energy is increased because, as the mo-
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FIG. 5. Calculated bubble density and average number

of helium atoms per bubble after implantation at 100 K
and warming to 300 K as a function of helium activation

energy for diffusion. Bubble densities of 4X10' cm
have been observed in gold.

bility of interstitial helium is decreased, bubbles do
not grow to large size. Note the experimentally
determined density lies within the calculated result
for activation energies in the (0.16—0.18)-eV range.
The reader is cautioned, ho~ever, that no variation
of the helium clustering energies was made and thus
this number could change accordingly.

Also in Fig. 5, our calculated average number of
helium atoms in a cluster is given. Clearly, since the
helium is implanted in a near-surface layer nonuni-

formly, this bubble size (as well as the density dis-
cussed above) varies as a function of depth. We
show in Fig. 5 the maximum calculated bubble size.
Variation in average bubble size over the region
sampled by transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
(-500 A) was less than a factor of 2. Note that as
the activation energy is increased (mobility de-
creased) in the calculations the bubble size decreases
(and the density of small bubbles correspondingly
increases). Mobility enhances growth. Again, in the
(0.16—0.18)-eV range, the experiment and calcula-
tion agree. The calculations also show that a large
number of self-interstitials have been detrapped, re-

sulting in the formation of dislocation loops also
seen in the experiment.

IV. SUMMARY

Using a set of helium and self-interstitial binding
energies to clusters in Ni calculated previously, we
have developed a system of coupled rate equations
which take account of the complicated diffusion and
trapping mechanisms occurring during a tritium de-

cay experiment or a sub-damage-threshold implant.
The details of each experiment: time-temperature
sequences, soaking (in T2) conditions, desorption
rates, etc., are included in the model. Helium inter-
stitials, vacancies, and tritium atoms are allowed to
diffuse, and up to 20 heliuin atoms in up to two va-
cancies are explicitly included; the model applies
only to the low temperature (at or below room tem-
perature) regime as yet. Large clusters are treated in
an unsaturable trap approximation.

The calculations provide a consistent picture of
helium self-trapping as the phenomenon responsible
for the nearly complex retention of helium by metal
lattices up to room temperature. Calculated bubble
sizes and densities are also found to be consistent
with experiment. This kinetic model therefore pro-
vides the bridge between the (static) atomistic
binding-energy calculations and experiment. The
model is capable of describing the release behavior
of helium and of providing the details of the
transformation of the clusters and loops formed by
the helium.
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